GSU Men’s Basketball Secures Victory Over Coastal Carolina

By ETHAN SMITH

The men defeated Coastal Carolina 77-66, with the first half score of 37-26 playing large with both teams in the beginning. The Lady Eagles, but their forward Montae Glenn scored a career high 17 points while the Lady Eagles with 11 points and Senior guard Trellaine back to back every time they play, so you can get a feel for both, it is another rough loss for the Lady Eagles, but their Junior guard Treokie Brown continued the game against Coastal Carolina, they posted a 12-5 record, which is good enough for 2nd overall in the Sun Belt Conference. They posted a 3-1 SBC record beforehand, which is how the standings are regulated at the beginning of conference play. The men defeated Coastal Carolina 77-66, with the first half score of 37-26 playing large with both teams in the beginning.

Peace and Equality: Notions Stronger Than the Elements

DAYLON BONNER

STAFF WRITER

Savannah residents came out in force to celebrate the Civil Rights Activist Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. during the annual downtown parade. The celebration had an extra special meaning this year. The celebration was held on East Broad Street and concluded quite aptly, upon Martin Luther King Jr. Day.

The unpleasant weather did not deter those in attendance. The parade went on full tilt, the Homecoming king and queen rode along, and other participants ran alongside the parade route. The parade featured over 500 participants from all levels of education, to nearly every religious organization in Savannah, and even potential Congressional representatives. Several sororities and fraternities made their presence known as did multiple local businesses.

The most impressive display came from the high schools, many of which were flanked by impressive marching band displays and/or JROTC troops. The attending schools included Savannah High School, R.W. Groves High School, Windsor Forest High School and Islands High School. The performances were especially noteworthy given the previously mentioned weather conditions.

Not to be left out though, the younger students showed up to represent their respective schools, as did all collegiate level students. Savannah State came out in full force. The march of the Eagle, but many of those losses have been by very minimal margins. Sophomore guard Alexis Brown and Senior guard Treokie Brown were each named to the Three-point line, which came only bested the Collegiate Eagles basketball team, posting a 2-13 record before their game against Coastal Carolina 54-51. The loss was their tenth in a row, but many students will continue to play the way they are. That is the promise that Armstrong has forever been relegated to a 2-year college campus as given by the name Armstrong State University.

Most of us will just decide to stay home, but that is because all of us are once again. We played and carried on to Armstrong State University. We chose to be pirates. The evidence of who we were is still on campus. But what happens next year or the year after that? The name will eventually fade from memory.

The official consolidation is just one of the many steps Armstrong students can expect to encounter this semester. Students will continue to be able to access their SHIP portal throughout this semester and into the summer. Fall registration, however, must be done through WINGS. Student can also expect their student email to switch from armstrong.edu to georgiasouthern.edu.

 Aside from just the changing of names, students are surely to encounter more substantive changes as this year plays out. Moving forward, the College of Public Health and the College of Health Professions will be located on the Armstrong campus. All other colleges will be housed on the Statesboro campus.

Students from both the Statesboro and Armstrong campuses have been prompted the chance to finish their degrees on the respective campus in which they started. All classes that were available on the Armstrong campus previously should continue to be available for the immediate future. That is the promise that has been made to all students. It remains to be seen how much of an affect administr- ative changes will have on the curriculum available upon the Armstrong campus.

Will Faculty in a department that is switching campuses be expected to teach at both campuses?

Will students be expected to fill in academic gaps with classes from another campus?

The answers to those, and many more, questions will only be found with the passage of time. This consolidation was started with the sole purpose of saving money. The various work groups and committees that have been tirelessly hashing out the details of this consolidation, undoubtedly, have sought to mitigate the negative effects. But with change comes disruption. There will be some faculty that decide to leave the institution. With the blending of administrative staffs there will no doubt be individuals who lose their jobs. But, most importantly, no one will remain on the students. The only thing we know for sure is that we are no longer Armstrong State University, and no longer a University.
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ARMS & ENTERTAINMENT

What to Watch this January

MADISON WATKINS
A&E EDITOR

Welcome back, students!
This is your new Arts and Entertainment Section Editor introducing you to a new section of “The Inkwell.” We’ll be trying out this semester what to Watch to! I know it’s not an incredibly creative title, but it’ll do for the time being. What to Watch gives you updates on what’s new in media entertainment. You’ll get notifications on what you should look forward to watch or play for the month or just get comfortable suggestions for TV programs you might want to turn your brain off to. We’ll cover a range of mediums here including television, movies, music and even video games. If you would like to make a recommendation about a topic you think should be covered, feel free to write us at the Inkwell. Regardless of what you’re watching, playing, or experiencing and why. Written recommendations can be submitted in our suggestion box outside of the Inkwell office or experience and why. Written recommendations for TV programs you might want to turn your brain off to. We’ll cover a range of mediums here including television, movies, music and even video games.

Return to holiday break being worth watching. “Grown-ish” on Freeform “Grown-ish.” It is about the teenage daughter of a successful African-American family, who has the power to control electricity while trying to navigate life as a father of two daughters and is forced back into the world of crime-fighting. “Black Lightning” is the first African-American-led superhero show on the CW. Despite airing along with the other superhero shows, the showrunners have stated it will take place in a separate universe. It will be airing on Tuesdays at 9.

If you’re a fan of the comedy “Black-ish” that airs on ABC, then you may be interested in checking out the spinoff show airing on Freeform “Grown-ish.” It follows the teenage daughter of the family, Zayci Johnson as she goes off to college and tries to make her own place in the world away from home. With the same creator on board and a theme we can all relate to, this one will be worth watching “Grown-ish.”

Mug Omelet

Flash on Tuesday, Riv达尔 on Wednesday, and Arrow and Supernatural on Thursday. "Jane the Virgin" will premiere on Jan. 26 and "Legends of Tomorrow" will be back Feb. 12. If you’re a fan of period dramas, the second season of the BBC show Victoria about Queen Victoria has had its U.S. premiere on Jan. 14 and the remaining episodes will be shown at 9 pm on Sundays on PBS.

New shows to check out:
Making a new addition to their mighty superhero shows, the CW debuted "Black Lightning" on Tuesday night. Based on the DC comics hero, "Black Lightning" is about Jefferson Pierce, aka Black Lightning, a retired superhero who has the power to control electricity while trying to navigate life as a father of two daughters and is forced back into the world of crime-fighting. "Black Lightning" is the first African-American-led superhero show on the CW. Despite airing along with the other superhero shows, the showrunners have stated it will take place in a separate universe. It will be airing on Tuesdays at 9.

If you’re a fan of the comedy "Black-ish" that airs on ABC, then you may be interested in checking out the spinoff show airing on Freeform "Grown-ish." It follows the teenage daughter of the family, Zayci Johnson as she goes off to college and tries to make her own place in the world away from home. With the same creator on board and a theme we can all relate to, this one will be worth watching “Grown-ish.”

Next weekend on Jan. 26 the conclusion to "The Maze Runner" trilogy will be released. Based on the book series of the same name, "Maze Runner: The Death Cure" follows Thomas and his friends as they search for answers and try to find a cure to the "flare" disease before their enemies. Though the release of this film has been delayed a year due to the injury Dylan O’Brien received on-set, fans can now see the conclusion to the trilogy they have been following since 2014. So, if you are a fan of reallife action movies, a heartwarming romance, or seeing Dylan O’Brien bounce back, this will be a good time for you to head to the movies! Or if you want to wait until February, that’s okay too. Let us know what you think of these movies and shows and feel free to make new suggestions!

Microwave Meals for College Students: Mug Omelet

Shredded cheese of your choice
¼ tsp of pepper
¼ tsp of salt
Directions
Spray mug with nonstick cooking spray.
Crack eggs into cup and beat with fork until they are mixed.
Add in veggies, meats or cheese of your choice
Microwave for 1-2 minutes
Season with salt and pepper
Let it cool and enjoy!

The reason that mug omelets are so great is because you can change up the ingredients depending on what you want to eat for that day. You can also use the mug to make an omelet sandwich. The ingredients are inexpensive to buy at the store and are great for those mornings when you don’t have a lot of time to worry about what you’re going to eat. Check our paper next week for another quick and easy recipe to try. Enjoy and have a great semester!

CHARITY WILLIAMS
WEB EDITOR

Classes have started back and that means the early mornings have begun again for college students. Many college students don’t have time for high-maintenance meals. They need something quick to eat that doesn’t take too long to make. That’s where the microwave comes in. Microwave meals are fun and easy to make, and you can get to spend less time in the kitchen without having to sacrifice a full stomach.

Below is a recipe for one of the easiest breakfast foods to make: the mug omelet.

Ingredients:
Mug
Non-stick cooking spray
Eggs
Handful of veggies or meats of your choice

Directions
Crack eggs into cup and beat with fork until they are mixed.
Add in veggies, meats or cheese of your choice
Microwave for 1-2 minutes
Season with salt and pepper
Let it cool and enjoy!

The reason that mug omelets are so great is because you can change up the ingredients depending on what you want to eat for that day. You can also use the mug to make an omelet sandwich. The ingredients are inexpensive to buy at the store and are great for those mornings when you don’t have a lot of time to worry about what you’re going to eat. Check our paper next week for another quick and easy recipe to try. Enjoy and have a great semester!

Weekly Playlist: Making Moves in 2018

Scan QR code here to listen!

[Image] A still from the new TV show "Black Lightning."
A Note from the Editor

Hello Armstrong… campus of Georgia Southern University? What a school year it has been (and will continue to be). As the winter season odometers in a new year, 2018 brings new changes and opportunities to grow as a university together.

In my four years at Armstrong, I have grown as a student and a person in ways I couldn’t previously imagine. As the new editor-in-chief of The Inkwell, I hope to lead the paper in an exciting direction that keeps people reading even after I graduate in May. Initially, I was a staff writer here at the Inkwell. After serving as the arts and entertainment section editor for the last two years, I have happily taken the opportunity to be the editor-in-chief for the last six months of my academic career.

The beginning of a new year always serves as a good time to reunite the past. 2017 was difficult for the university—formerly known as Armstrong. Over the winter break, we officially became one of the three campuses of Georgia Southern University. As a directionless non-traditional transfer student, I remember finding myself self-distraught in my advisor, Dr. Robert Terry’s office as I told him that the soonest I would be able to graduate would be in the fall of 2017, at the ripe age of 27. Several years later, and one semester overdue, I stand at the precipice of this intense endeavor. Growing pains abound. Ultimately, as a school and community, I like to believe that we have gained more than we have lost. I look forward to seeing how we as students, faculty and staff thrive throughout this transition.

With all of the changes that are to surface within the next school year, I hope that we can all process it as a gracefully and as I plan to cross the stage on graduation day.

Happy new year all, let’s soar like the Eagles we’re becoming and ravage like the Pirates we once were.
Annual Savannah Tire Hockey Classic A Huge Success

The 20th Annual Savannah Tire Hockey Classic was yet another huge success for the city of Savannah and the colleges that participated. Georgia, Georgia Tech, Florida State, and Florida all competed for the Thrasher Cup once again. Georgia won the trophy last year, and with a late surge in Day 2 of the tournament, they would hoist the trophy once again.

Day 1 started with Georgia Tech taking on Florida State. Georgia Tech appeared from onset to be dominating the classic outing Florida State 5 goals to 1. It didn’t get much better for Florida State’s team either, which only scored 3 more goals the rest of the game. Georgia Tech, on the other hand, added another 7 goals to win 12 to 5, which gave the team a great shot at the Thrasher Cup, although Florida State still had a chance to win.

Day 2 began with Florida State, who was virtually out of Thrasher Cup contention throughout. Florida opened the floodgates late in the second period of play to make the score 5 goals to 1, but Georgia began the third period hot and started to comeback. Georgia scored three consecutive goals to make the score 5 goals to 4, but Florida shut down the comeback attempt with a late third period goal to make it 6 goals to 4, with the final being 7 goals to 5.
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The Savannah Tire Hockey Classic is a great experience for those reading who have a love for hockey, and this event is fun for anyone. If you’re a fan of Georgia, Georgia Tech, Florida, or Florida State, put this event on your calendar next year and. Congratulations to Georgia for winning back-to-back Thrasher Cup.